The World’s Most Advanced Wireless Door Control System

Featuring the Industry’s Most Advanced Wireless Transmitters!
Lazerpoint RF™ 915 Spread Spectrum wireless technology does what narrow band fixed frequency wireless can’t!

- Transmission ‘hops’ over multiple bands to overcome interference
- Shorter wave length able to penetrate smaller gaps in building materials
- Up to 10 times the range of typical narrow band wireless products
- Lower power consumption delivers longer battery life (using readily available batteries)
An Entirely New Wireless Solution

The 1\textsuperscript{st} key fobs specifically designed for
The ADA (automatic door) market

Large, raised buttons can be activated
by people with disabilities

Compact, attractive and easy to hold

Visual (LED) and tactile confirmation of
Button activation

Over 115,000 activations using readily available lithium battery
An Entirely New Wireless Solution

1, 2 and 4 Button Key Fobs
Embossed numbers/color code on multi-button models

CM-TXLF-1
CM-TXLF-2
CM-TXLF-4
An Entirely New Wireless Solution

Lazerpoint RF™ key fobs snap-in to our exclusive patent pending base, without tools

Instantly turns key fobs into hand-held controller or mounted wireless controller

Impact and flame resistant polycarbonate

Key fob easily removed from base, for replacing batteries
An Entirely New Wireless Solution

Wireless Control For Any Application
CM-TXLFB fob base includes screws, Velcro strap and metal clip
An Entirely New Wireless Solution

Additional Features

LED indicates
- Low battery alarm
- Battery test gauge

Easy ‘auto enrollment’ of up to 40 transmitters (each button sends a unique wireless code) to CM-RX91 or CM-RX92 receiver

Signal strength indication provided by CM-RX91 or CM-RX92 receiver
An Entirely New Wireless Solution

CM-TXLF Series Key Fobs
Lazerpoint RF™ supports the most extensive line of wireless activation product in the industry!

CM-45/4
Push Plate Switch with CM-TX9

CM-120Wv2
Tri-Brid Keypad with CM-TX99

CM-330/4S
Touchless Switch with CM-TX99
Thank You!

DISCOVER THE BEST IN DOOR ACTIVATING AND LOCKING PRODUCTS!